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№ 

 
 

Unit Lesson topic Learning objectives and Mission 

Term 1 

1 
 

1A – Electromagnetic 
Oscillations and 
Waves 

1. Free and forced electromagnetic oscillations 12.1.1.1 - know and describe forced and free electromagnetic 
oscillations; 

2. Free and forced electromagnetic oscillations (PhET 
simulation) 

12.1.1.1 - know and describe forced and free 
electromagnetic oscillations; 

 

 

3. Sources, appearance, properties and uses of 
electromagnetic waves 

12.1.1.2 - describe sources of electromagnetic oscillations; 
 

4. AM and FM modulation 12.1.1.3 - understand the term modulation and be able to 
distinguish between amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency 
modulation (FM); 

5. AM and FM modulation, including sidebands, 
bandwidth. Problem solving on AM and FM 

12.1.1.3 - understand the term modulation and be able to 
distinguish between amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency 
modulation (FM); 

6. AM and FM modulation, including sidebands, 
bandwidth and relative advantages. 
Problem solving on AM and FM 

12.1.1.3 - understand the term modulation and be able to 
distinguish between amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency 
modulation (FM); 
12.1.1.4 - know and describe advantages of AM and FM 
transmissions; 

7. Problem solving, past papers, on AM and FM 12.1.1.3 - understand the term modulation and be able to 
distinguish between amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency 
modulation (FM); 
12.1.1.4 - know and describe advantages of AM and FM 
transmissions; 

8. Analogue and digital signals 12.1.1.5 - recall the advantages of the transmission of data in 
digital form, compared to the transmission of data in analogue 
form; 

9.  Analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue conversion 12.1.1.5 - recall the advantages of the transmission of data in 
digital form, compared to the transmission of data in analogue 



form; 
12.1.1.6 - understand that the digital transmission of a signal 
involves analogue-to-digital conversion (ADC) on transmission and 
digital-to-analogue conversion (DAC) on reception; 

10. Problem solving, past papers, on ADC and DAC  12.1.1.6 - understand that the digital transmission of a signal 
involves analogue-to-digital conversion (ADC) on transmission and 
digital-to-analogue conversion (DAC) on reception; 

11. Channels of communication 
 

12.1.1.7 - understand that information may be carried by a 
number of different channels: wire-pairs, coaxial cables, radio and 
microwave links and optic fibres; 

12. Channels of communication. Attenuation of a signal 12.1.1.7 - understand that information may be carried by a 
number of different channels: wire-pairs, coaxial cables, radio and 
microwave links and optic fibres; 
 

13.  Problem solving, past papers, on channels of 
communication and attenuation 
 

12.1.1.7 - understand that information may be carried by a 
number of different channels: wire-pairs, coaxial cables, radio 
and microwave links and optic fibres; 

14. The use of satellites in communication. 12.1.1.8 - describe the use and role of satellites in communication; 

15. Geostationary satellites. Polar satellites.  12.1.1.9 - know  the relative merits of both geostationary and 
polar orbiting satellites; 

16. Problem solving, past papers, on satellites 12.1.1.8 - describe the use and role of satellites in communication; 
12.1.1.9 - know  the relative merits of both geostationary and 
polar orbiting satellites; 

17. Frequencies and wavelengths used in 
communications 

12.1.1.10 - know the frequencies and wavelengths used in 
different channels of communication; 

 

18. Electromagnetic waves: production and properties 12.1.1.11 - understand the conditions for the appearance and 
properties of electromagnetic waves; 

19. Types and characteristics of electromagnetic waves 12.1.1.12 - know the types and characteristics of electromagnetic 
waves in accordance with the scale of electromagnetic waves; 

20. Electromagnetic waves: uses in everyday life 12.1.1.13 - give examples of the use of electromagnetic waves; 



 

21. Apply knowledge of electromagnetic waves 12.1.1.14 - use knowledge of electromagnetic waves to explain the 
phenomenon, regularities and relations in unfamiliar situations. 

22. Problem solving: past papers with mixed topics from 
unit 1A 

 

23. Summative assessment for unit 1A  

24. Analysis of answers and student’s results to SAU 1A  

  

Internal Summative Assessment - 40 min  

  Term 2  

2 2A – Alternating 
Current 

25. Period, frequency, peak-value and root-mean-square 12.1.2.1 - show an understanding of and use the terms period, 
frequency, peak value and root-mean-square value as applied to a 
current or voltage; 

 

 

 26. Peak values and root-mean-square values  
12.1.2.4 - use the following expressions 

2
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2
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to distinguish between effective/actual/root mean square and 
maximum voltage and amperage; 

 

 27. Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction 
 
 

 12.1.2.2 - describe the generation of alternating current on the basis of 
the Faraday’s law of induction; 

 
 28. Generating alternating current (experiment)  12.1.2.2 - describe the generation of alternating current on the basis of 

the Faraday’s law of induction; 

 
 29. Equations for AC current and voltage  12.1.2.8 - present a sinusoidally alternating current or voltage by an 

equation of the form x=xmaxsinωt 

 
 30. Resistance in AC circuit  12.1.2.3 - describe the processes occurring in an alternating current 

circuit that has active resistance; 

 
 31. Ohm’s law for an AC circuit  12.1.2.5 - be able to apply the Ohm’s law for alternating-current circuit 

that has reactive resistance; 

 
 32. Ohm’s law for a RLC AC circuit   12.1.2.6 – be able to apply Ohm’s law for a complete alternating-

current circuit; 

  33. Power in AC circuits  12.1.2.7 - deduce that the mean power in a resistive load is half the  



maximum power for a sinusoidal alternating current; 

 

 34. The transformer  12.1.2.9 - describe the principle of operation of a transformer and solve 

problems using 
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==  for an ideal transformer; 

 
 35. Losses of energy in a real transformer  12.1.2.10 - show an understanding of the source of energy loss in a real 

transformer 

 

 36. Build a transformer (experiment)  12.1.2.9 - describe the principle of operation of a transformer and solve 

problems using 
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12.1.2.10 - show an understanding of the source of energy loss in a real 
transformer 

 
 37. Transmission of AC across the country  12.1.2.11 - explain the principle of alternating current transmission over 

distance; 

 

 38. Transmission of electrical energy: AC versus DC  12.1.2.12 - demonstrate the scientific and economic advantages of 
alternating current and of high voltages for the transmission of 
electrical energy; 

 
 39. Half-wave rectification  12.1.2.13 - explain the use of a single diode for the half-wave 

rectification of an alternating current;  

 
 40. Full-wave rectification  12.1.2.14 - distinguish graphically between half-wave and full- wave 

rectification;  

 
 41. The bridge rectifier  12.1.2.15 - explain the use of four diodes (bridge rectifier) for the full-

wave rectification of an alternating current; 

 

 42. Smoothing  12.1.2.16 - analyse the effect of a single capacitor during rectification, 
including the effect of the value of capacitance in relation to the load 
resistance; 

 
 43. Problem solving: past papers with mixed topics from 

unit 2A 
  

 

  44. Summative assessment for unit 2A   

  45. Analysis of answers and student’s results to SAU 2A   

 
    

 

     



 Internal Summative Assessment - 40 min  

  Term 3  

3 3А – Charged 
particles 

46. Millikan’s experiment and quantisation of charge  12.2.1.1 - show an understanding of the main principles of 
determination of electron charge by Millikan’s experiment; 
12.2.1.2 - summarise and interpret the experimental evidence for 
discreteness (quantisation) of charge; 

 

 47. Deflection of charged particles in electric and magnetic 
fields 
Method for determination of the specific charge of the 
electron 

 12.2.1.3 - describe and analyse qualitatively the deflection of 
beams of charged particles by uniform electric and uniform 
magnetic fields; 
12.2.1.4 - explain how electric and magnetic fields can be used in 
acceleration of charged particles; 
12.2.1.5 - explain the main principles of one method for the 
determination of v and e/me for electrons; 

 

 48. Introduction to particle physics  12.2.1.6 - know that protons and neutrons are not fundamental 
particles, as they are made of quarks; 
12.2.1.7 - describe a simple quark model of hadrons in terms of 
up quarks, down quarks and strange quarks and their relevant 
antiquarks;  
12.2.1.8 - describe protons and neutrons in terms of a simple 
quark model;  
12.2.1.9 - understand that electrons and neutrino are leptons; 
12.2.1.10 - use knowledge of particle physics to explain the 
phenomenon, regularities and relations in unfamiliar situations; 

  49. Summative assessment for unit 3A   

4 3В –  
Quantum physics 

50. The photon  12.2.2.1 - give evidence of the particulate nature of 
electromagnetic radiation; 
12.2.2.2 - recall and use E=hf; 

 

 51. Light: particle or wave?  12.2.2.3 - show an understanding that photoelectric effect 
provides evidence for the particulate nature of electromagnetic 
radiation; 
12.2.2.4 - show an understanding that interference and 
diffraction provide evidence for the wave nature of 



electromagnetic radiation; 

 

 52. Photoelectric effect  12.2.2.5 - know the definition of photoelectric threshold 
frequency; 
12.2.2.6 - explain the photoelectric phenomenon in terms of 
photon energy and work function energy; 

 

 53. Light intensity in the photoelectric effect  12.2.2.7 - explain why work function is independent of light 
intensity, whereas photoelectric current is proportional to 
intensity; 

 

 54. Einstein’s equation for the photoelectric effect  
12.2.2.8 - Know and apply the formula 

2
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solving problems, and understand as an expression resulting from 
the Law of conservation of energy; 
 

 

 55. de Broglie wavelength  12.8.2.9 - describe and interpret qualitatively the evidence 
provided by electron diffraction for the wave nature of particles; 
12.2.2.10 - know and use the relation for the de Broglie 
wavelength: λ = h/P; 

 

 56. Energy levels in atoms  12.2.2.11 - show an understanding of the existence of discrete 
electron energy levels in isolated atoms (e.g. atomic hydrogen) 
and deduce how this leads to spectral lines through energy 
levels; 

 

 57. Line spectra  12.2.2.12 - distinguish between emission and absorption line 
spectra; 
12.2.2.13 - recall and solve problems using the relation hf = E1 - 
E2; 

 
 58. Bohr’s postulates  12.2.2.14 - understand and explain the stability conditions of 

existence of the atom using Bohr's postulates; 

 
 59. Band theory of solids  12.2.2.15 - define the terms such as valence band, conduction 

band and band gap; 

  60. Summative assessment for unit 3B   

5 3C – Nuclear Physics 61. α-particle scattering experiment  12.2.3.1 - infer from the results of the α-particle scattering 



experiment the existence and small size of the nucleus; 

 

 62. Simple model of the atom  12.2.3.2 - describe a simple model for the nuclear atom to include 
protons, neutrons and orbital electrons; 
12.2.3.3 - distinguish between nucleon number and proton 
number; 

 

 63. Isotopes  12.2.3.4 - show an understanding that an element can exist in 
various isotopic forms, each with a different number of neutrons; 
12.2.3.5 - use the usual notation for the representation of 
nuclides; 

 

 64. Conservation laws in nuclear processes  12.2.3.6 - know that nucleon number, proton number, and mass-
energy are all conserved in nuclear processes; 
12.2.3.7 - represent simple nuclear reactions by nuclear 
equations of the form 𝑵 + 𝑯𝒆 → 𝑶 + 𝑯𝟏

𝟏
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𝟐
𝟒

𝟕
𝟏𝟒 ; 

 

 65. Spontaneous and random nature of nuclear decay; 
 

 12.2.3.8 - show an understanding of the spontaneous and 
random nature of nuclear decay; 
12.2.3.10 - infer the random nature of radioactive decay from the 
fluctuations in count rate; 

 
 66. Properties of radioactive emissions 

 
 12.2.3.9 - show an understanding of the nature and properties of 

α-, β- and γ-radiations; 

 
 67. Beta-decay in terms of quarks  12.2.3.11 - describe  β-  and β+ decays using simple quark 

models. 

 

 68. Einstein’s mass-energy equivalence  12.2.3.12 - show an appreciation of the association between 
energy and mass as represented by E = mc2, and solve problems 
using this formula; 

 

 69. Binding energy  12.2.3.13 - understand and calculate the variation of binding 
energy per nucleon with nucleon number (specific binding 
energy); 

 

 70. Nuclear fusion and nuclear fission  12.2.3.14 - understand nuclear fusion and nuclear fission; 
12.2.3.15 - explain nuclear fusion and nuclear fission through the 
binding energy of nucleons; 

 
 71. Activity  12.2.3.16 - know the concepts of activity and decay constant, and 

solve problems using the formula A=λN; 



 

 72. Exponential decay  12.2.3.17 - understand and deduce the exponential nature of 
radioactive decay and solve problems using the relationship x = 
x0exp(–λt), where x is the number of undecayed particles and can 
represent activity; 

 
 73. Half-life  12.2.3.18 - define half-life; 

12.2.3.19 - solve problems using the formula  λ=(0.693)/t_(1⁄2); 

  74. Summative assessment for unit 3C   

 
 75. Analysis of answers and student’s results to SAU 3A, 3B, 

and 3C 
  

     

     

 Internal Summative Assessment - 40 min  

  Term 4  

6 Revision 75 – 80. Practicing for final exam paper: “practical skills”   

  
81 – 93. Solving past papers on mixed topics from 11 and 
12 grade: multiple choice and structured questions   

     

     

  

 
 


